Do you need
a more efficient
purchasing process?
It can be easy with emapp®.

The online tool that optimizes time, money, and resources.

Are you ready
to streamline
your purchasing
experience?
Then you’re ready for emapp®
(emarketplace and purchasing
portal).
emapp® is the online marketplace
and procurement system that’s
designed just for the healthcare
community.

emapp® makes it easy to be efficient
Records all
purchase
transaction details

Can integrate with
your existing
accounting system

emapp®
delivers
a streamlined
purchasing
process

Coordinates
order approvals

“The process of approving
each order went from
25 minutes to about 30
seconds with emapp®.”
– Mary, purchase and supply manager

Establishes an
audit trail

Saves favorites
for easy reordering

Improves
communication
with suppliers

Uses a familiar
online shopping
interface

Lets you comparison
shop among suppliers
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Your entire organization
could benefit
By replacing manual, paper-based systems, emapp® enables
cross communication between departments, facilitating
greater fiscal responsibility across the entire organization.

“emapp® has initially saved us
more than $70,000 in time and
operational efficiencies.”
– Kurt, chief financial officer

Accounting/Finance

emapp®
Purchasing

Supply/Distribution

Clinical Services
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Select the features to configure the solution you need
We’ll work with you to integrate with your existing systems, implement the functionalities that best fit your
needs, and train your staff on how to get the most out of emapp®.
emapp 360

emapp Pro

A procurement
solution that replaces
manual ordering and
back-office processes

Lets you manage
your own catalog of
products

®

®

emapp®
Integrated Store

emapp® Store

An online shopping
tool that can integrate
with your order
management software

A convenient way to
shop without having
to go to individual
supplier websites

Access and compare your
supplier products
in one place
Suppliers update
their catalogs so prices are
current
Items are automatically
added to your existing
procurement system
Offers approval routing,
purchase order creation,
ordering, receiving, and
reporting
Can integrate with your
existing accounting system
with our add-on feature eIS
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Save time and
make better
use of resources
emapp® was developed based on what
we heard from people like you, working
in busy health centers with complex
supply-chain needs that can drain time
and resources.
Current emapp® users report they:
	
Saved money through convenient
comparison shopping
	
Reduced order processing times
up to 60%
Standardized their purchasing process

emapp® optimizes
your time, resources,
and finances by
streamlining your
purchasing and
procurement
process, giving you
more time to focus
on patient care.

Increased compliance to formulary
	
Freed up more time for staff to spend
with patients
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Make paperwork
a thing of the
past with emapp®
emapp® is the online way to order,
stock, and track the supplies you
need to keep your health center
running smoothly.

emapp® saves you time, money,
and resources
$

Want more information?
Visit www.emapp.com
Ready to get started?
Contact us at info@emapp.com or
844-943-6277.
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Find the best deals

Drive savings
through formulary
adherence

Track requisitions,
approvals, and
quickly find invoices

Improve
communication
with suppliers

Conveniently
receive orders and
tag lot numbers

Track expiration
dates

Validate OMB grant
bidding and 340B
ordering

Ensure DSCSA
compliance
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